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Census 2010 Evaluation: 
 
The Steering Committee wants to engage SDCs about their experiences with the 2010 Census and would 
like to create an evaluation for the SDCs to provide input and comments.  A suggestion was offered for 
using the SDC Clearinghouse website as a mechanism for SDCs to supply feedback.  The Steering 
Committee would then go through the information and compile it into a concise and useable format.  
There is a concern about using the Clearinghouse website as a medium for evaluation due to the 
openness of the website.  Information on the website is accessible to anyone.  Another suggestion was 
offered to use Google Docs for the evaluation and limit access to the document to the SDCs leads.  The 
concern with using this application is that anything posted to Google Docs is considered property of 
Google.   There was also a suggestion of e-mailing a survey to the SDCs.  To move forward on the SDCs’ 
evaluation of Census 2010, the Steering Committee needs to determine the medium for collecting the 
information.   
 
Updates: 
 
Updates were provided from the recent Federal-State Cooperative for Population Estimates (FSCPE) 
mid-year meeting in Dallas, TX.  In regards to the creation of an Advance Query (AQ) application, it does 
not look like the Census Bureau will be doing an AQ update through Data Ferrett.  The Census Bureau is 
waiting to see what can be accomplished through DADS II.  The Steering Committee has strongly 
suggested that having an AQ type application would be very beneficial to the SDC network. 
 
From the FSCPE’s Count Review project, approximately 86,000 addresses were added to Field Division’s 
list.  A request was made about how to obtain a list of total addresses added by state.  The best option for 
getting a list is to contact the FSCPE Steering Committee Chair, Linda Gage.   
 
The SDC Steering Committee Chair has been trying to get a list of the total number of Local Update of 
Census Addresses (LUCA) appeals by state, but has been unsuccessful. CLMSO informed the Steering 
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Committee that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) will prepare a summary report of LUCA 
appeals, but it will be released at a much later date.   
 
Rural Statistical Areas (RSAs) project: 
 
Dave Raglin from ACS provided an update about the upcoming RSA tabulation for participating SDCs.  
The tabulation is for the third year of the RSA pilot project and the target date for distribution is the end of 
May.  The deadline for returning the reports is unknown at this time, but, ACS will follow-up with the 
Steering Committee.     
 
Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMA) Delineation: 
 
April Avnayim proposed an idea of how the Geography Division envisions the way in which the SDCs will 
help with the PUMA Delineation program.  Geography is thinking about creating an Arc GIS extension 
that would be used for the Delineation.  The planned proposed criteria state that PUMA building blocks 
will be census tract and counties (i.e. PUMAs will be built as aggregations of counties and census tracts).  
Unlike in 2000, incorporated places will not be used as PUMA building blocks.  The extension would 
enable the aggregation of counties and tracts to create PUMAs (including as the tally of population 
associated with those entities), display other types of geographic boundaries for reference (e.g. county 
subdivisions, places) and allow the importation of other spatial data if needed.  The Geography Division 
envisions this delineation being done at the annual SDC meeting in 2011.  During this time, a computer 
lab will be set up and states can work together on Delineations.  There will be options available if a SDC 
is unable to finish the Delineation during the annual meeting or is unable to travel to the meeting, the 
Census Bureau would come to them.  Prior to the annual meeting, SDCs should meet with interested 
groups and parties to come up with a preliminary delineation.  The Steering Committee asked when 
Geography would need a decision about this proposed idea.  A deadline has not been set, but a decision 
in the next couple weeks would be helpful.  It was also proposed that the Steering Committee could 
discuss this idea further with Geography during the June Steering Committee meeting at Census Bureau 
headquarters.  A question was brought up about how long the PUMA delineation session would be during 
the annual meeting.  Geography estimates 1.5-2 days.  There is a concern that for some states the 
Delineation would take longer than others.  A suggestion was made about making the Arc GIS extension 
web based.  This would allow SDCs to provide the information from their computers and offices and have 
the training during the annual meeting.  The Census Bureau has not looked into a web based application, 
but there has also been discussion about creating standalone MAF/Tiger Partnership type software.  The 
benefit of having the SDCs work on the Delineation at the Census Bureau is the ability to troubleshoot 
problems right there.  A lot of the work would need to be developed beforehand by the Census Bureau to 
ensure that everything is ready when the SDCs arrive at headquarters in 2011. 
 
ACS Review Pilot Project: 
 
ACS staff met and prepared a memo that will be sent to the SDC and FSCPE Steering Committees.  ACS 
would like the SDC Steering Committee to join the May 4 FSCPE Steering Committee conference call to 
discuss the project. 
 
Population Estimates 
 
CLMSO provided a list of dates for the future release of various 2009 population estimates data sets.  
June 1 will be the release date for demographic characteristics for the nation and states by age, race, 
sex, and Hispanic Origin.  State and county housing unit estimates will be available on June 16.  Sub 
county estimates, i.e. cities and towns, will be released June 22.  County demographic characteristics will 
come out July 13.  There is no embargo for these data releases.   
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Census 2010 Updates: 
 
What is the deadline for returning the 2010 Census questionnaire?  April 16 is the deadline to ensure that 
the address does not fall into Non-Response Follow-Up (NRFU).  Households can still send in 
questionnaires after this and the forms will be processed, but there is still a possibly that a census 
enumerator will visit the house.   The enumerators’ address lists for NRFU will be updated daily.  Starting 
April 21, when people call the Telephone Questionnaire Assistance Center, operators will start asking 
callers for information to complete the census questionnaire over the phone. 
 
The Take 10 Map will remain on the Census Bureau’s website through the fall, but May 3 will be the last 
posting of mail participation rates before final mail participation rates are posted.  October 8 will be the 
final posting on the Take 10 Map and will list the final mail participation rate.  From May 3 – October 8 the 
mail participation rates will not be updated.  
 
Questionnaire Assistance Centers (QACs) and Be Counted sites will close April 20 and the list will be 
removed from the Census Bureau’s website.   
 
There have been questions raised about Be Counted and fulfillment forms.  Recently, Steering 
Committee members were informed that these forms would be sent to P.O. Boxes if people requested to 
have them sent to that address.  The Steering Committee wanted an update about this issue and CLMSO 
is looking into it.  The concern is that if a form is mailed to a P.O. Box, how is it coded?  Does it have the 
housing unit’s physical address or the P.O. Box?  It is a confusing issue because many were under the 
impression that the Census Bureau could not mail forms to P.O. Boxes.  
 
For March to the Mailbox, the Census Bureau had a record 3,000 stories written about the event and 
there were a total 215,000 volunteers.  March to the Mailbox events were held across the nation.   
 
The Steering Committee requested an update on the Census 2010 operations for areas that are classified 
as Update/Enumerate, such as tribal reservations.  CLMSO is waiting to hear back on this and once an 
update is received, will notify the Steering Committee.   
 
NRFU is on schedule and training is underway for census workers.   
 
Summary File 1 (SF1) Record Layout: 
 
On Tuesday, April 20, Frank will attend a data dissemination meeting and will get more information about 
the SF1 layout for Census 2010 data.  Steering Committee members, Jane Traynham and Julie Hoang, 
have formed a SF1 work group.  For the work group to proceed, they do not necessarily need the actual 
record layout.  They could use information on the proposed items or table titles, but it would be very 
beneficial to have a mock-up file.   
 
ACS Work Group: 
 
The ACS office asked for SDC volunteers for a work group that would examine two areas of ACS: 1. 
Investigate improvement to ACS Summary Files and Documentation; and 2. Develop new educational 
supporting materials. Frank submitted names of SDC members that could be a part of the group.  ACS 
will get back to CLMSO on this topic sometime in the fall.   
 
Other items: 
 
The Steering Committee requested a Stat-USA subscription from CLMSO for all SDCs.  CLMSO is 
waiting to hear back from the Dept. of Commerce.  The request included subscriptions for SDCs, 
Business and Industry Data Centers (BIDCs), and Census Information Centers (CICs) leads.   
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For the June Steering Committee meeting, members decided to meet early on Tuesday, June 15 to allow 
time for the Steering Committee to plan for the meeting sessions.   
 
Frank will send out some additional topics for the June meeting.  Burton Reist is a career appointment, as 
the Assistant Director for Communications, assistant to Steve Jost, and Barbara Harris reports to him.  He 
will address the Steering Committee at the June meeting.   
 
CLMSO is getting ready to send out the Census 2010 Activity Evaluation.  This evaluation will be sent to 
SDC leads next week.  Governor’s Liaisons will also receive the evaluation. 
 
Items on the conference call agenda that were not discussed on the phone will be taken care of by using 
Google Docs.   
 
The meeting adjourned 4:17 pm EST.   


